
ingmar Bergman
Four Decades in the Theatre
LISE-LONE MARKER and FREDERICK J. MARKER

Bergman ranks among the most exciting and innovative stage directors in Europe
today, yet this aspect of his career has tended to be overshadowed by his renown
as a film maker. This book redresses the critical balance by providing the first
detailed study in English of his most important stage productions.

Directors in Perspective " S

Peter stein
Germany's Leading Theatre Director
MICHAEL PATTERSON
Peter Stein is important because of his original and precise treatment of European
classics, his refined use of Brechtian techniques, and the pioneering experiment
in democratic theatre which he helped to initiate in West Berlin. This is the first
book in any language devoted to his work. Hard covers £17.50 net
Directors in Perspective Paperback £5.50 net
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THE
ANCIENT
THEATRE
Erika Simon

This is the first English transla-
tion of Professor Simon's Das
Antike Theater, originally pub-
lished in 1972 and now revised and
updated. The book is a clear, con-
cise and scholarly study of the pro-
duction of classical drama, drawn
both from literary sources and
from the evidence from extant
Greek and Roman theatres and
other archaeological material.
The book is well illustrated with
sixteen pages of plates.

80 pages
Hardback: 0 416 32520 3: £6.95
Paperback: 0 416 32530 0: £2.95
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Recently published

THEATRE RESEARCH / RECHERCHES THEATRALES

VOLUME XIV

* *

The International Federation for Theatre Research is pleased to announce
the publication, after long delay, of Vol. XIV of Theatre Research)Recherches

Thedtrales, the journal which preceded Theatre Research International.

It contains articles on Edward Gordon Craig, the Restoration Stage, Dr.
Faustus, the Leyden and Amsterdam Stages and a scholarly aid of major

importance, the

INDEX TO VOLUMES I-XIV

This final volume concludes the series of the original journal
which was started in 1958 and containing many articles of
permanent interest and reference value. It will be freely sent to
all who were in membership with the Federation in 1974 - the
original date for publication - and to all long-standing

subscriptions and orders.

It is available for purchase at £6 (post free) U.S.A. $15

A limited supply of back issues of Theatre Research!Recherches Thedtrales
(except Vol. I No. 3) is also available at £4 per volume - U.S.A. $10.

A few complete runs of all issues - Vols I-XIV - (with Vol. I No. 3 in photo-
facsimile) can be supplied at the special rate of £55 - U.S.A. $135.

* * * * *

Orders and all enquiries regarding the Federation should be sent to

IFTR/FIRT SECRETARIAT
14 WORONZOW ROAD,
LONDON, NW8 6QE
Great Britain
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